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Abstract

This paper describes HERMES, a system that en-
hances group decision making by providing an
argumentation framework to the agents involved.
The system organizes the existing knowledge in a
discussion graph, which consists of issues, alter-
natives, positions and preference relations. Ar-
gumentation is performed through a set of dis-
course acts which trigger appropriate procedures
for the propagation of information in the graph.
HEaMES is able to handle incomplete, qualitative
and inconsistent information, and provides mech-
anisms for weighing arguments.

Introduction

Group Decision Support Systems (GDSSs) have been
defined as interactive computer-based systems which
facilitate the solution of ill-structured problems by a
set of decision makers, working together as a team
(Kreamer and King 1988). The main objective 
a GDSS is to augment the effectiveness of decision
groups through the interactive sharing of information
between group members and the computer. This can
be achieved by (i) removing communication impedi-
ments, and (ii) providing techniques for structuring the
decision analysis and systematically directing the pat-
tern, timing, or content of the discussion. Among the
major issues arising during the development of such
a system are the effective work organization in order
to improve coordination, and the use of communica-
tion technology to make decision making more efficient.
Provision of rules and procedures for achieving consis-
tency and automation of data processing, especially in
data intensive decision making situations, are also of
high importance.

This paper presents HERMES, an advanced GDSS
that addresses the above issues by supporting argu-
mentative discourse among decision makers. It is im-
plemented in Java applets and runs on the Web, thus
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provides relatively inexpensive access to a broad pub-
lic. HERMES can be used for distributed, asynchronous
or synchronous collaboration, allowing agents to sur-
pass the requirements of being in the same place and
working at the same time.

Numerous web-based conferencing systems have al-
ready been deployed, such as AltaVista Forum Center,
Open Meeting, NetForum, and UK Web’s Focus, to
mention some. They usually provide means for discus-
sion structuring and user administration tools, while
the more sophisticated ones allow for sharing of doc-
uments, on-line calendars, embedded e-mail and chat
tools, etc. Discussion is structured via a variety of
links, such as simple responses or different comment
types (e.g., qualify, agree, example in Open Meeting)
to a previous message. However, the above systems
merely provide threaded discussion forums, where mes-
sages are linked "passively", which usually leads to an
unsorted collection of vaguely associated comments.
As pointed out by the developers of Open Meeting,
there is a lack of consensus seeking abilities and deci-
sion making methods (Hurwitz and Mallery 1995). 
the contrary, HERMES focuses on aiding decision mak-
ers reach a decision, not only by efficiently structuring
the discussion, but Mso by providing reasoning mech-
anisms for it. It is an active system, that constantly
checks for inconsistencies and updates the discourse
status.

Increasing interest also develops in implementing
argumentation support systems for different types of
groups and application areas. As opposed to the above
category, such systems follow an argumentative per-
spective to address the needs of a user to interpret
knowledge during a discourse. For instance, gIBIS
(Conklin and Begeman 1987) is a workstation-based
hypertext groupware tool that aims at capturing the
rationale of design processes; Euclid (Smolensky et
al. 1987) provides a graphical representation language
for generic argumentation; JANUS (Fischer, McCall,
and Morch 1989) is based on acts of critiquing exist-
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ing knowledge in order to foster the understanding of
design knowledge. Finally, Belvedere (Suthers et al.
1995) uses a rich graphical language to represent differ-
ent logical and rhetorical relations within a debate. It
was originally designed to support students engaged in
critical discussion of science issues. Although this sec-
ond category of systems provides a cognitive argumen-
tation environment that stimulates discussion among
participants, it also lacks decision making capabilities.

Argumentation and Decision Making
Most approaches to argumentative discourse follow
two main methodologies, namely, formal and infor-
mal logic. According to the formal perspective, argu-
ments are de-contextualized sets of sentences or sym-
bols viewed in terms of their syntactic or semantic re-
lationships. On the other hand, informal logic views
arguments as pragmatic, i.e., their meaning is a func-
tion of their purposive context. Most AI researchers
have focused on formal models of argumentation based
on various logics. For instance, Brewka (Brewka 1994)
reconstructed Rescher’s theory of formal disputation
(Rescher 1977), while Gordon’s work (Gordon 1995),
was based on Geffner and Pearl’s concepts of condi-
tional entailment (Geffner and Pearl 1992).

Argumentation elements

The argumentation framework of HERMES is a vari-
ant of the informal IBiS model of argumentation (Rit-
tel and Webber 1973) and has its roots in the ZENO
framework (Gordon and Karacapilidis 1997), (Kara-
capilidis et al. 1997). HERMES supports as argumen-
tation elements issues, alternatives, positions, and con-
straints representing preference relations. Throughout
this paper, we use a real example about the planning
of cyclepaths in the city of Bonn. The agents involved
in the discussion, namely the representatives from the
Cyclists Union and the related City Hall department,
bring up the necessary argumentation in order to ex-
press their interests and perspectives. Figure 1 illus-
trates an instance of the corresponding HERMES dis-
cussion forum. As shown, our approach maps a multi-
agent decision making process to a discussion graph
with a hierarchical structure.

Issues correspond to decisions to be made, or goals to
be achieved (e.g., issue-188: "selection of a cyclepath
for the city"). They are brought up by agents and
are open to dispute. Issues consist of a set of al-
ternatives that correspond to potential choices (e.g.,
alternative-190: "select the already planned cyclepath",
and alternative-191: "Build a ring around the city cen-
ter" belong to issue-188, and have been proposed by
the City of Bonn and the Cyclists Union, respectively).
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(191) Build aitng around the cgy center, by Cyclists Union

(194) it ZS faster to move around the cily using the ring. by Cyclisls Union

(1S5) less ws]t ing time at lra~c lights, by Cyclisls Union

(195) it will connect main cycle ~’out es leading to the city center, by Cyclists Union

(197) no t rat6c congestion with pedestrians, by Cyczists Unfon

(195) not enouith money to finish up the project, by CHy of Bonn
(199) I}0% of the ptopos#J is already implemented, by Cyclists Union
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Proof Standard : Preponderance of Evidence
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Figure 1: The system’s basic user interface.

Issues can be inside other issues in cases where some
alternatives need to be grouped together. For instance,
assume that there were two potential ring plans, say
"Build a ring around the city center, according to the
x plan" and "Build a ring around the city center, ac-
cording to the y plan". In this case, the last two
alternatives should have been grouped in an internal
issue (say, the subissue "select the most appropriate
plan for a city ring") and, after the related discourse,
the selected (best) one would have been compared 
alternative-190. Only one alternative in each issue is
finally proposed by the system.

Positions are asserted in order to support the se-
lection of a specific course of action (alternative), 
avert the agents’ interest from it by expressing some
objection. For instance, position-192 "no change in
the city’s parking policy" has been asserted to support
alternative-190, while position-198 "not enough money
to finish up the project" to express the City’s objec-
tion to alternative-191. Positions may also refer to some
other position in order to provide additional informa-
tion about it, e.g., position-193 "enough space available
in Parking Houses" (arguing against position-192), and
position-195 "less waiting time at traffic lights" (argu-
ing in favor of position-194). A position always refers
to a single other position or alternative, while an alter-
native is always in a single issue.

In decision making environments, one has usually
to define priorities among actions and weigh different
criteria. Unfortunately, well defined utility and prob-
ability functions regarding properties or attributes of
alternatives (used in traditional approaches), as well



as complete ordering of these properties are usually
absent.

In HERMES, constraints provide a qualitative way to
weigh reasons for and against the selection of a certain
course of action. A constraint is a tuple of the form
[position, preference_relation, position], where the pref-
erence relation can be more (less) important than or
of equal importance to. Constraints may give various
levels of importance to alternatives. Like the other ar-
gumentation elements, they are subject to discussion;
therefore, they may be "linked" with positions sup-
porting or challenging them. In Figure 1, constraint-
201: "accessibility vs. overheads for the city" expresses
the preference relation "position-194 is more important
than position-192", while constraint-202: "accessibility
vs. number of car lanes" the relation "position-194 is
more important than position-200".

Two types of preferences can be expressed by the
system: (i) Local, when a constraint refers to a posi-
tion, or another constraint. In this case, the positions
compared through the constraint (called consistuent
positions hereafter) must refer to the same element
(i.e., have the same father). In the example shown
in Figure 1, a preference of this type can be expressed
by the constraint "position-195 is less important than
position-197". A constraint of the form "position-195
is less important than position-194" is not permitted.
(ii) Non-local, when a constraint refers to an issue. In
this case, its consistuent positions must refer to alter-
natives (not necessarily the same one) of this very issue
(e.g., constraint-201 and constraint-202).

Proof Standards

Alternatives, positions and constraints have an acti-
vation label indicating their current status (it can be
active or inactive). This label is calculated according
to the argumentation underneath and the type of evi-
dence specified for them. In general, different elements
of the argumentation, even in the same debate, do not
necessarily need the same type of evidence. Quoting
the well-used legal domain example, the arguments re-
quired to indict someone need not be as convincing
as those needed to convict him (Farley and Freeman
1995). Therefore, a generic argumentation system re-
quires different proof standards (work on AI and Law
uses the term burdens of prooj~. In the sequel, we de-
scribe the ones implemented in our system (the names
have the same interpretation as in the legal domain).
We do not claim that the list is exhaustive; other stan-
dards, that match specific application needs, can be
easily incorporated to the system.

Scintilla of Evidence (SoE): according to this proof
standard, a position Pi is active, if at least one ac-

tive position argues in favor of it: active(pi) 
3pj (active(pi) A in_f avor(pj,pi) 

Beyond Reasonable Doubt (BRD): according 
BRD, a position Pi is active if there axe not any ac-
tive positions that speak against it: active(pi) 
-~3pi (aetive(pj) A against(pj,pi) 

Activation in our system is a recursive procedure;
a change of the activation label of an element (alter-
native, position or constraint) is propagated upwards.
When an alternative is affected during the discussion,
the issue it belongs to should be updated since a new
choice may be made. This brings us to the last proof
standard, namely Preponderance of Evidence (POE),
used for the selection of the best alternative (how-
ever, it can also be used for activation/inactivation
of positions). In the case of PoE, each position has
a weight = (max_weight + min_weight)/2, while an
alternative has weight = min_weight. Max_weight
and min_weight are initialized to some pre-defined
values (in the following, we assume that initially
min_weight = 0 and max_weight = 10; this may be
changed by preference constraints). The score of an el-
ement ei is used to compute its activation label (score
is calculated on-the-fly). If an element does not have
any arguments, its score is equal to its weight; other-
wise, the score is calculated from the weights of the
active positions that refer to it:

 eore(ei) = weight(pj) - F_, weight(p 
in_favor(pj,el)A against(pk,ei)A

active(pi) active (Pk)

Preponderance of Evidence (POE): According
to this standard, a position is active when the ac-
tive positions that support it outweigh those that
speak against it: active(pi) - score(pi) >_ Con-
cerning alternatives, PoE will produce positive ac-
tivation label for ai when there are no alternatives
with larger score in the same issue: aetive(ai) 
V ai in_issue(ai), (score(ai) < score(ai) 

In the discussion instance of Figure 1, the proof
standard is SoE for all positions and PoE for alterna-
tives. Position-192 and position-198 are inactive (their
accompanying icons are shown in dark grey color) since
position-193 and position-199, respectively, are active
and speak against them. On the contrary, position-194
is active (the accompanying icon appears in light grey
color) since there is at least one active position that
speaks in favor of it (actually, there are three such po-
sitions; even if two of them become inactive at a future
instance of the discussion, position-194 will remain ac-
tive). Active positions are considered "accepted" due
to discussion underneath (e.g., strong supporting argu-
ments, no counter-arguments), while inactive positions



are (temporarily) "rejected".
Similarly, active alternatives correspond to "recom-

mended" choices, i.e., choices that are the strongest
among the alternatives in their issue. Note that
alternative-190 is not actually supported or objected
by any position (only the inactive position-192 is un-
derneath), while alternative-191 is actually supported
by position-194 and objected by position-200 (position-
198 is inactive). The mechanisms for the calculation of
activation labels of alternatives depend on the related
constraints.

The activation label of constraints is decided by two
factors: the discussion underneath (similarly to what
happens with positions) and the activation label of
their consistuent positions. In Figure 1, constraint-201
is currently inactive because position-192 is also inac-
tive. According to the evolution of the discussion, the
insertion of position-193 inactivated position-192, which
in turn inactivated constraint-201. Both constraints
have BRD as proof standard, therefore constraint-202
is active (no active positions speak against it). If 
the sequel of the discussion, a new position inactivates
position-193, this will result in a new activation of both
position-192 and constraint-201 (assuming that nothing
else related to them changes).

Consistency checking

Apart from an activation label, each constraint has a
consistency label which can be consistent or inconsis-
tent. Every time a constraint is inserted in the discus-
sion graph, the system checks if both positions of the
new constraint exist in another, previously inserted,
constraint. If yes, the new constraint is considered ei-
ther redundant, if it also has the same preference rela-
tion, or conflicting, otherwise. A redundant constraint
is ignored, while a conflicting one is grouped together
with the previously inserted constraint in an issue au-
tomatically created by the system, the rationale being
to gather together conflicting constraints and stimulate
further argumentation on them until only one becomes
active.

If both positions of the new constraint do not ex-
ist in a previously inserted constraint, its consistency
is checked against previous active and consistent con-
straints referring to the same element (or belonging to
the same issue). This process is based on a polyno-
mial (O(N3), where N the number of the associated
positions) path consistency algorithm (Mackworth and
Freuder 1985). Although path consistency, as most dis-
course acts described in the sequel, interacts with the
database where the discussion graph is stored (Oracle
7 is used), the algorithm is very efficient. Even for
non-local preferences involving issues with numerous

alternatives and positions linked to them, execution
time is negligible compared to communication delay.

Active and consistent constraints participate in the
weighting scheme (only constraint-202 in the example
of Figure 1). In order to demonstrate how the algo-
rithm for altering weights works, we use the example
of Figure 2. There exist five positions and four con-
straints that relate them as illustrated in Figure 2a.
The arrowed lines correspond to the "more important
than (>)" relation (e.g., Pl >P~) and the dotted line 
the "equally important to (=)" relation (e.g., p3=p~ ).
Topological sort is applied twice to compute the pos-
sible maximum and minimum weights for each posi-
tion (Figure 2b). The weight is the average of the
new max_weight and rain_weight: weight(p1) = 
weight(p~) = 4.5, weight(ps) = 5, weight(p~) 
and weight(ps) = 

..- ~=_~.elghl=9

Figure 2: The weighting scheme.

The basic idea behind the above scheme is that the
weight of a position is increased every time the position
is more important than another one (and decreased
when is less important), the aim being to extract a to-
tal order of alternatives. Since only partial information
may be given, the choice of the initial maximum and
minimum weights may affect the system’s recommen-
dation. Furthermore, this weighting scheme is not the
only solution; alternative schemes, based on different
algorithms, are under implementation.

The scores of alternative-190 and alternative-191 in
Figure I are 0 and 1, respectively, since the former has
no active positions "linked" to it, while for the lat-
ter, position-194 and position-200 have scores 5.5 and
4.5, respectively, and position-198 is inactive. There-
fore, alternative-191 is active and recommended by
the system. If position-192 were active, the scores of
alternative-190 and alternative-191 would be 4.5 and 1,
respectively. In this case, alternative-lg0 would be the
recommended one.

Discourse Acts

Argumentation in our framework is performed through
a variety of discourse acts. These acts may have differ-
ent functions and roles in the argumentative discourse.
We classify them in two major categories: agent acts
and internal (system) acts. Agent acts concern user
actions and correspond to functions directly supported



by the user interface. Such functions include the open-
ing of an issue, submission of an alternative, etc.

~Add a new Alternative

Tht ne~v alternative will be included In the issue below.
In Issue : I Selection ~ a (yclapath f~e the ally

Add in/ocmelion obout the new olternotice be;olv.

URL : Ihttp://www,bonn~tadUfocum/mapl .htm[

....... I~ht’l~k t I~eu Rw’ t~hd dme~-taon ~ err I’ ~udl d~ucipel/~t ’°~

F4 j~

submitI ~ .c~n~fl

Figure 3: Adding a new alternative.

The applet window for adding a new alternative to
an existing issue is shown in Figure 3. When an al-
ternative alti is added to another altj (and not di-
rectly to the issue issj where altj belongs), a new is-
sue issi is automatically created inside issj (a similar
applet window is used in such a case). Both aIti and
altj are now put inside the new issue and compared
through update(issi). Update(issj) will be called from
update(issi) and the recommended choice between alti
and altj will be compared against the other alterna-
tives of the external (initial) issue. Note that in Fig-
ure 3, users can give a subject (title) of the new alter-
native, but also provide more details about their entry
through the URL pane. In such a way they can "at-
tach" to their elements pieces of text, images, etc.

UKL:

Comments :

Figure 4: Adding a new constraint.

Figure 4 illustrates the applet window for adding
a new constraint to an issue. Depending on the argu-
mentation element selected for its insertion, the pair of
items pane provides users a menu with all valid pairs,
preventing users from making errors in expressing a
preference. The relation type menu includes the pref-
erence relations more (less) important than and equally
important to. The pseudo-code for adding a constraint
to a position is as follows:

add_Constr. _to_Posit. (constraint con, position pos) {
if(redundant(con)) return; /* ignore */
refersTo(con)---pos;

/’or a11 constraints con~ that refer to pos
ff (conflicting( conj con))
{ create new issue iss;

In(iss)=conj; In(iss)=con;
update(iss); return; }

if (containsJnactive(con) -~active(con);
else { active(con);

i£ (-~consistent_with_previous(con))
-1 consistent (con);

else { consistent(con); update(pos); }}}

Redundant and conflicting constraints were dis-
cussed earlier. Contains_inactive(co~) checks whether
one or both positions that con consists of are inactive,
in which case con becomes inactive. The justification is
that it does not make sense to argue about the relevant
importance of positions that are rejected (con will be
activated automatically when the compared positions
get activated - see activate(position pos)). If con does
not contain_inactive, then it is checked for consistency.
Only if it is found consistent, the position that it refers
to is updated, since inconsistent constraints do not par-
ticipate in the weighting scheme.

Internal acts are functions performed by the system
in order to check consistency, update the discussion
status and recommend solutions. These functions are
called by the agent acts and are hidden from the end
user. For instance, consistent_with_previous(con), called
by add_Constr._to_Posit., constructs a graph similar to
Figure 2 and applies path consistency. Other repre-
sentative internal acts are:

boolean compute_activation(position pos) {
boolean -~ status_changed, old_activation=activation(pos);
switch Proof_Standard(pos) 

case Scintilla of Evidence {
-~ activation (pos ) 

for all positions posj that refer to pos
if ( active(posD ^ in_/avor(pos~, pos 
{ activation(pos); break; }}

case Beyond Reasonable Doubt {
activation(pos ) 
for all positions posy that refer to pos

if ( active(posD ^ against(pos~,pos) 
{ -~activation(pos); break; }}

case Preponderance of Evidence {
score(pos)=O;
calculate_weights(pos ) 
for all positions posj that refer to pos

if ( active(posj) A in_favor(posj,pos) 
score(pos) 4-= weight(posj 

else if ( active(posj )A against(posj,pos) 
score(po s ) -= weight(pos ~ 

if ( seore(pos > O)activation(pos ) ;
else-,activation(pos) }}

if (old_activation ! = activation(pos)) status_changed;
return status_changed; }

Corapute_act±vation returns status_changed, which
is true if the activation label of the position changed.
Activation is calculated according to the proof stan-



dard used. Proof standards are a straightforward im-
plementation of the previously given definitions. In
case of PoE, calculate_welgbts(pos) calls topological sort
to compute the weights of the positions in favor and
against pos.

update(position pos) 
i[ ( compute_act i vat i on(pos ) 

i? ( active(pos) ) aetivate(pos);
else inaetivate(pos);

upaate( RefersTo(pos) }} /*propagate upwards */

Update calls compute_activation to check whether ac-
tivation label has changed. If this is the case, activate

(see below) or inactivate are called and the change is
propagated upwards.

activate(position pos) 
posj =refersTo(pos);
for all constraints con¢ that refer to pos¢

if (-~active(conj) A conj has a prefer, relation on pos)
~f (compute_activatio=(conj)) 

if (consiste.t_with_previous(con] 

consistent(con j);
else -~ consistent (eonj ); } 

Activation of a position pos involves the retrieval of
the constraints where pos appears (these constraints
must refer to the same position as pos) and a check
as to whether they can now become active and con-
sistent. Inactivation of positions is similar, in the
sense that when a position becomes inactive, the sys-
tem searches for the constraints where the position ap-
pears and inactivates them as well. This may cause
some other inconsistent constraints to become consis-
tent, so consistency check is performed again for the
related constraints. A number of additional internal
acts were implemented for the activation/inactivation
of constraints, update of issues, etc. The procedures
described in this section, although only a subset of the
whole set of functions performed by the system, give an
indication of its dynamic structure. A single insertion
in the discussion graph may update a large portion of
the tree. Every time there is a change, the status of the
argumentation elements is recorded in the database.

Conclusion

In general, it is very difficult to completely auto-
mate the processes involved in argumentative dis-
course. Rather, HERMES acts as an assistant and advi-
sor, by facilitating communication and recommending
solutions, but leaving the final enforcement of decisions
to the agents. The use of information technology may
assist in various ways. One important goal is to pro-
vide easy access to the current knowledge, at any time.
Another, and this is the primary goal of the project, is
to provide direct computer support for argumentation
in a decision making environment, where the quality

and acceptability of decisions depends not only on the
availability of accurate information, but also on the
fairness and openness of the procedure.
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